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A Franklin VFO
Unit

CIRCUIT AND
CONSTRUCTION
P. LUMB (G3IRM)

One of the earliest circuit designs for high
oscillator stability, the Franklin should not be
overlooked as a VFO for amateur band opera-
tion. All users of the Franklin are unanimous
as regards its simplicity, ease of construction
and adjustment, and inherently stable output
characteristic. The secret of success is to keep
the feed -back capacities as low as possible.
With good, solid construction, the result should
be a VFO box capable of producing stable
drive and a T9x note under all normal

conditions.-Editor.

AN analysis of the types of oscillator used
by various stations worked by G3IRM

reveals that the Clapp is by far the most popu-
lar, with the crystal oscillator coming second.
At the bottom of the list, included in a " Mis-
cellaneous 5% " item, is the Franklin oscillator.
Of the stations worked which gave the type
of circuit used only a very few admitted to the
Franklin-why, it is impossible to say. A few
notes on this circuit are therefore offered, and
these will be followed by a description of the
actual miniaturised Franklin unit used by the
writer. The circuit discussion is included for
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FRANKLIN OSCILLATOR

the information of those not wishing to follow
the actual method of construction adopted.

The Franklin oscillator consists of two resist-
ance -coupled valves which can be triodes,
pentodes, pentodes strapped as triodes, or even
a double -triode of the 6SN7 or 12AT7 variety.
In this particular version of the circuit, the
use of two valves may seem extravagant, but
very few other components are needed. The
phase of the voltage at the anode of the second
valve is the same as that at the grid of the
first and so conditions are ideal for positive
feedback. Very little coupling is needed and
the tuned circuit determines the frequency of
oscillation. The buffer stage which follows
is coupled to the second grid and so variations
in loading are isolated from the tuned circuit
by the two oscillator valves. The following
ten points should be born in mind when design-
ing a Franklin oscillator.

(1) The effect of valve changes and
changes in feed voltages is very slight due to
the light coupling to the tuned circuit ;
valves can be changed and supply voltages
varied widely with very little effect on the
generated frequency. As a result voltage
stabilization is unnecessary, but may be
added if desired.

(2) Still further to reduce the effect of
what valve changes there may be, miniature
types can be used, so that any change in
inter -electrode capacities is small. 9002 type
valves are ideal for the oscillators but 6C4's
can be substituted though they draw more
current, are more liable to hum effect and
do not produce any better results.

(3) The grid leak of VI should be high to
reduce damping of the tuned circuit and a
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Fig. I. Circuit of the Franklin VFO-buffer, as described by G3IRM. Miniature valves can be used and a feature of this oscillator
is its high stability under wide variations in HT feed, and even valve changes. This is because the tuned circuit, LI, C2 is very lightly
coupled through C4, C5. The performance of the Franklin oscillator depends almost entirely upon the mechanical stability of the

tuned circuit. In the particular arrangement described here, V3 is a keyed buffer.


